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" Operation Flyboat "
For many years past, canal transport has been thought by the average members of the public
to be out of date and slow. Some months ago therefore it was decided by your Committee that,
in order to give publicity to the possibilities of canal transport, a run should be organised from Birmingham to London to ascertain the minimum practical time in which this distance could be covered
by a canal boat. British Transport Waterways were contacted and promised every assistance.
" Operation Flyboat " eventually took shape and consisted of an attempt to proceed by water
from Birmingham to London by day and night in under 48 hours, as a demonstration of the speed
of waterborne transport. It will be understood that, bearing in mind the time lost in shunting in
marshalling yards and in waiting in railway sidings, waterbourne transport can frequently offer
delivery of goods as quick or even quicker than certain railway goods services particularly in the
case of loads from waterside premises to waterside premises.
The particular boat used for the venture was " Maid Mary-Jennifer," a 30ft. 4-berth dieselengined narrow-beam canal cruiser built in 1957. The boat was skippered by me and was accompanied by a crew of five, the intention being that at any one time during the cruise two members
should be sleeping in the forward cabin while the remaining four operated the boat.
The trip took place from the 4th/6th October, 1957, and set out below is a table showing the
various places passed en route, together with mileage and number of locks negotiated :Appror ,

No. of
Locks

Date

14
231
41
454
571

5
28
51
57
64

4 Oct.
77 77
,, ,,
5 Oct.
,, ,,
,, 17

Stoke Bruerne
Wolverton
...
Leighton Buzzard
Marsworth Junction
Berkhamstead
...
Rickmansworth
...
Bulls Bridge
...

62
70
871
951
102
115
126/

64
72
78
85
97
127
135

6
ct' .
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Little Venice,
Paddington

1411

135

,,

Place

Sampson Road Depot,
Birmingham...
Kingswood Junction
Leamington
Braunston
Norton Junction
Cayton Junction

Miles

)7
,,

77
)7

9)

fI

77

77

2

77

Schedule
Time

Depart
Pass
,,
77
,,
77
77
77
77
77
,,
77
Arrive

3.00 p.m.
6.23 p.m.
10.47 p.m.
4.20 a.m.
6.12 a.m.
9.45 a.m.
10.55 a.m.
1.28 p.m.
5.49 p.m.
8.28 p.m.
11.37 p.m.
7.22 a.m.
11.45 a.m.
2.59 p.m.

Actual
Time

3.00 p.m.
6.05 p.m.
9.25 p.m.
2.27 p.m.
4.00 a.m.
7.23 a.m.
7.26 a.m.
8.10 a.m.
10.48 a.m.
3.00 p.m.
5.35 p.m.
8.05 p.m.
1.48 a.m.
5.30 a.m.
6.7 a.m.
8.48 a.m.

i
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The start of the 141f-mile journey was made at 3 p.m. on the 4th October from the Sampson
Road Depot of British Waterways at Birmingham and was witnessed by a large number of newspaper reporters and photographers together with photographers from the BBC and ITV television
authorities. The ITV cameraman accompanied us for some considerable distance on the trip as also
did certain press reporters. It became fairly obvious soon after the start that the boat was gradually gaining on the schedule laid down and providing no difficulties ensued it was fairly obvious
that the schedule of 48 hours would be beaten by a considerable margin particularly as it provided
for a possible slackening off in speed towards the end of the run. The biggest problem was of
course the negotiation of the 135 locks en route many of them at night. The boat was equipped with
two powerful headlamps and also an all-round light to facilitate lock operations although the latter
was not used very much.
The operation of canal locks had been brought to a fairly efficient level by the crew as is
shown by the fact that on " Operation Flyboat " the 21 locks of Hatton Flight were negotiated in
one hour and twenty minutes. No particular difficulties were met with on the journey with the exception that heavy canal traffic was encountered on Saturday afternoon between Leighton Buzzard
and Berkhamstead but the stearers of the commercial boats co-operated nobly in giving way when it
was necessary for us to overtake them. Fog was thick between Watford and Uxbridge on the
Saturday evening and early Sunday morning and made navigation very difficult.
Throughout the cruise, considerable interest was manifested by the staff of British Waterways and also by local people living en route. The engine behaved perfectly and gave no trouble
whatsoever. Fuel consumption was extremely low and amounted to 20 gallons only on the outward trip from London to Birmingham via the Thames and the Oxford Canal and 25 gallons for
the return trip from Birmingham to Paddington down the Grand Union.
I should like to acknowledge the great assistance given to us by the British Waterways staff
from the General Manager downwards. I think it should also be mentioned that the general condition of the Oxford Canal (which we traversed on the way up to Birmingham) and the Grand
Union Canal has materially improved over the past two or three years. While much work remains
to be done, it was good to see considerable evidence of dredging and piling of banks which has
been both completed and is in progress.
I should also like to thank the most keen and efficient crew of "Maid Mary-Jennifer," who
made it possible for the run to be successful.
L.R.M.

" MAID MARY-JENNIFER " with Mr. Frank Muir (th e B.B.C. and Television script writer) on board with
Mrs. Muir during their fourteen days cruise on The Oxford Canal last August.
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ANNOUNCEM ENT

It is with deep regret that we record the serious illness of our Secretary, Mrs. Eileen Loveridge. She has had to retire from her work and must give up all honorary duties. These she has
performed with the utmost efficiency and in a most cheerful way, in spite of ill health. The London and Home Counties Branch is greatly indebted to her for the tremendous amount of spade
work she has done in getting the Branch so well under way. It is our most sincere hope that
Mrs. Loveridge will make a speedy recovery and before long will be enjoying some of our social
functions.
For the time being, Capt. Grundy is taking over as acting Secretary. His address is :Capt. C. B. Grundy, M.G., Barrowhills, Longcross, Chertsey, Surrey. Telephone : Ascot 1164
(evenings).

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5th:

At "The Princess Louise," High Holborn, at 7.30 p m. for 8
p.m. Mr. Lee will be showing some of his excellent films :— "Canal Boat Cruise" (On the Severn
and Staffs & Worcs. Canal). "The Macclesfield & Peake Forest Canals " (including the Macclesfield Rally). " Glimpses of the Oxford Canal."

THURSDAY, JANUARY 2nd: (Please note slight alteration of date). THE LONDON & HOME
COUNTIES BRANCH ANNUAL DINNER WILL TAKE PLACE AT THE HOTEL REMBRANDT,
THURLOE PLACE, LONDON, S.W.7, AT 7.15 p.m. FOR 7.45 p.m. ON THE ABOVE DATE.

There will be a five course dinner followed by a film show. As accomodation is strictly limited
early application for tickets is advised. Tickets are 25/- each. Please forward remittance with
application to our Chairman, Capt. L. R. Munk, Ferry Yacht Station, Thames Ditton, Surrey.
Telephone : Emberbrook 1078.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15th: Visit to The National Maritime Museum. Meet at 2.45 at the
Museum entrance, Romney Road, Greenwich. No one who loves boats and the water should miss
the opportunity of visiting this wonderful museum.
FROM THE WATERWAY AUTHORITIES
BRITISH TRANSPORT WATERWAYS, Lee & Stort: Water will be drawn off 2 feet between Lower Lock

and Brick Lock, December 7th, 8th and 9th and Lower Lock 14th, 15th and 16th December.
The following locks will be closed for repairs between the dates given:- Goring Lock.—December 2nd, 1957 to December 16th, 1957.
Romney Lock.—January 27th, 1958 to March 3rd, 1958.
Shiplake Lock.—January 27th. 1958 to February 3rd, 1958.
Bell Weir Lock—February 10th, 1958 to February 24th, 1958.
Cleeve Lock.—February 17th, 1958 to February 24th, 1958.
The Bridge over Shifford Lock Cut will he undergoing reconstruction between October 14th. 1957 and
December 16th, 1957.

THAMES CONSERVANCY:

Waterways of the Home Counties
7. THE REGENT'S CANAL

The canal commences by a junction with the former Grand Junction Canal at Paddington
and proceeds by way of Marylebone, St. John's Wood, Camden Town, St. Pancras, Kings Cross,
Islington, Finsbury, Shoreditch, Hackney, Bethnal Green, Mile End and Stepney to the Regent's
Canal Dock, Limehouse, through which it forms a junction with the River Thames—a length of
8 miles 5 furlongs in all. There were originally three short branches : the Hertford Union Canal
connecting with the River Lee at Old Ford, the City Road Basin branch and the Cumberland Market
branch, the nast-named being now filled in. There are tunnels at Maida Hill (272 yards) and
Islington (960 yards) neither having a towpath. The canal drops 90 feet from Paddington to Limehouse by means of 12 locks and is constructed throughout to take vessels up to 80 feet in length,
14 feet 6 inches beam and drawing 4 feet 6 inches.
The average Londoner appears to be curiously ignorant of the existence of this most important traffic artery which provides a direct line between the London docks and the main canal
system to the midlands and the rest of England and a non-tidal connection between the latter
and the Rivers Lee and Stort. It is of limited use for pleasure cruisers except for craft proceeding to and from the Lee and Stort avoiding the passage of the tidal Thames through the Pool
of London.
The number of places from which the canal can be easily seen are limited. A good view of
the Hampstead Road locks can be seen from the top of a 24 bus going along Chalk Farm Road,
for instance; passengers on the electric line from Richmond to Euston run near the canal west
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of Camden Town and visitors to the London Zoo will be familiar with the leafy cutting through
Regent's Park. That this state of obscurity has existed for at least a quarter of a century is
shown by the fact that an illustrated article about the canal appearing in the "Morning Post" of
November 6th, 1930 is entitled London's SecretWaterway.' It is to be hoped that the delightful
trips run by our member John James from Paddington along the canal through Regent's Park
in the summer months will gradually disperse this cloud of ignorance.
As might be expected, the canal side scenery, although interesting is largely industrial, exceptions being in the N.W.8 district (Regent's i-ark) already mentioned and in E.9, where Victoria Park is skirted. Incidentally the canal forms the boundary of the postal district in this
aroa.
The early history of the canal is interesting out of all proportion to its short length. Little
seems to have appeared in print on the subject except in Professor Summerson's biography of John
iNash, but for the more pertinaceous an almost complete set of minute books of the Canal company is housed in the British Transport Commission Archives. Permission to make use of them
is easily obtained and researchers will find the Archivist and his staff most courteous and helpful.
" The Company of the Proprietors of the Regent's Canal " was formed by the Act passed
in 1814, further acts, mostly to extend its borrowing powers, followed in 1813, 1816, 1819, 1821.
By an act of 1882 the company was incorporated as – The Regent's Canal City and Docks Railway Company," the name being changed to " The North Metropolitan Railway and Canal Company " in 1892 and finally emerging as " The Regent's Canal and Dock Company " in 1900. It
pecame part of the Grand Union Company on 1st January 1929, which in turn passed under the
control of the British Transport Commission on 1st January 1948.
The Grand Junction Canal had reached Brentford from Braunston in 1793 and the extension from Bulls Bridge to Paddington had been completed two years later. This great engineering
feat of the time was so successful that an extension eastwards through London to the docks was
projected. Rennie prepared a design in 1802, but this was found to be too costly and was abandoned. This is perhaps surprising if it is borne in mind that the canal system of the country as
we know it was already substantially complete and furthermore, was, for the most part, a roaring
financial success. Telford and others had accumulated extensive knowledge of the construction of
navigable waterways and had raised civil engineering to the status and dignity of a profession,
so that canal building was by no means the empirical business it had been in Brindley's day.
The economic boom which lasted throughout the Napoleanic Wars and the financial flexibility
which was an important factor in the eventual victory would have ensured that capital would be
available. Steam railways were as yet in the womb of the future. One would have expected the
Regent's Canal both to have been built earlier and to have been a bigger financial success when
constructed.
The promoter, however, did not drop the idea, and when he heard rumours of Nash's projected development of Marylebone some eight years iater, he tried again. Nash took up the idea
of building a canal round London instead of through it and thereafter became the driving force
behind the project, assuming almost complete control.
After the accepted custom of the time Nash filled the posts of officers of the canal company
with his own associates. In particular his assistant as architect in the department of the Commissioner of Woods and Forests (the counterpart of the official now known as the Commissioner
of Grown Lands), James Morgan, was appointed engineer to the company in 1812 at the fabulou-i
salary for the time of £1,000 per annum! His inexperience was the direct cause of many of the
difficulties of construction and the consequent high cost. Other setbacks included violent opposition from landlords (although Thomas Lord obligingly removed his cricket ground from Marylebone
to St. John's Wood) and difficulty in raising fresh capital from' time to time.
The General Proprietors, at their very first meeting showed unusual perspicacity in insisting
that locks should be constructed in pairs, side by side, throughout the canal — a resolution for
which their successors must have been extremely thankful. This was offset at the time by the
decision taken, upon Morgan's advice, to proceed with the construction of locks on the patent
principle of Sir William (then Colonel) Congrede. It was claimed that large economics in the use
of water would be effected, but the Hampstead Road locks built on this system eventually proved
a costly failure. Further expense was incurred by the insistence of the Commissioner of Woods
and Forests upon the alteration of the line of the canal through Regent's Park. The collapse of
Rennie's tunnel at Highgate Archway in 1812 led the proprietors to decide upon more substantial
construction of Maida Hill tunnel—at greater cost. In 1815 the secretary was prosecuted for embezzling the funds of the company and was sentenced to 7 years transportation! In spite of more
trouble with the longer Islington tunnel, due to insufficient shoring, the stability of the overlying
strata having been over-estimated by the engineer, the whole length of the canal was eventually
opened on August 1st, 1820, the great proprietor's barge having been borrowed from the Grand
Junction Ninpany for the occasion.
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It is a curious tact that although the Regent's Canal was planned at the outset to meet
the Grand Junction on the level at Paddington, the idea of taking water from the older canal was
not adopted until the idea of building a reservoir on Finchley Common had to be abandoned on
grounds of insufficient water supply and that of purchasing water from the Chelsea Waterworks
rejected on account of the cost of pumping.
The canal stands as a monument to the perseverance of John Nash for managing to complete the project during the economic depression which followed the boom years of the Napoleonic
Wars. The heavy over-capitalisation made inevitible by financial skulduggery and by the ineptitude
of the engineer was such that a dividend was not declared until 1829—of 12/6d. per £100 share!
In 1830 Regent's Canal £100 shares were still only quoted at £22, at a time when Loughborough
Navigation stock of similar nominal value stood at £3,0001
A good idea of the general appearance of the canal and surroundings in the 1820's can be
obtained from the well-known series of prints by Hadell and Ackerman of drawings by such artists as Thomas Shepherd. The places illustrated include the Paddington Basin, Macclesfield
Bridge, Islington Tunnel, City Road Basin and the Regent's Dock. It would appear that traffic
which was fairly heavy, consisted mainly of horse drawn narrow boats owned by Pickford's the
carriers of Manchester. The boats take the traditional narrow boat form and have names, but
were as yet without the roses and castles of later days. Several of the prints are reproduced in
` The Canals of England ' by De mare.
What is now Regent's Canal Dock (still the only London dock not under the jurisdiction of
the Port of London Authority) began as a basin to link the canal with the Thames, being used
for mooring purposes only. Increasing traffic during the 1860's made development necessary and
led to the construction of the dock.
The canal proceeded uneventfully in comparative prosperity until the famous explosion of 2nd
October 1874, reported at length by the ' Illustrated London News ' of the following week, when
one of a train of barges carrying gunpowder and other inflammables blew up directly under the
North Gate bridge in Regent's Park, destroying it completely, damaging surrounding houses and
killing several among the crews. The accident is perhaps explained by the fact that the barges
were in tow behind a steam tug.
This waterway was left unscathed by the report of the 1906 Royal Commission on Canals
and Inland Navigation which appeared in 1909, since although it recommended that the famous
' Cross ' should be improved up to the ' 100 ton standard,' the Regent's Canal which formed part
of the route, was already of these dimensions.
An illustrated handbook of the Regent's Canal and Dock Company printed in 1911 shows
how the canal had kept pace with the growth of London during the century of its existence and
had advantage had been taken of the fact that most of the trunk railways north of the Thames
crossed over it.
Extensive transhipment of goods was carried out with the Great Central at Marylebone (6
hours from the Thames), the L.N.W.R. at Camden Town, the Midland at St. Pancras, the Great
Northern at King's Cross and the Great Eastern at Devonshire Street Goods. According to the
map and text the canal served—electric light generating stations, gas works, timber yards, saw
mills, iron and stone merchants, builders material merchtints, hay and straw merchants, corn and
general provender mills, cable works and factories of all descriptions.
While many of the ships in the Regent's Dock were still sailing vessels, Fellows, Morton &
Clayton were advertising swift connections by steam boats with Midland towns. This was their
famous flyboat service which completed the round trip between Faseley Street Wharf, Birmingham
and City Road Basin in 120 hours, including re-loading at the outward end of the journey.
1929 was the next significant date in the history of the Regent's Canal when it was merged
with other companies under the title of Grand Union Canal, with a £1,000,000 development scheme
of embanking and widening the entire route to Birmingham. The slump of the 1930's, however,
together with the increasing reliability of the motor lorry, soon drew what was to become a familiar
pattern of steadily decreasing traffic, temporarily arrested by the 1939-1945 War, but continuing
thereafter, despite nationalisation.
If the increasing chaos of London's surface traffic continues, a steady 6 knots in a water
bus along the Regent's Canal may yet prove to be the quickest way home!
D.A.R.
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KENNET AND AVON.
Report on the condition of the Kennet and Avon Canal as at 28th September, 1957
Surveyed during a day's trip by members of the Kennet and Avon Canal Association in which
10 boats took part.
The official start on 28th September was from Sheffield Swing Bridge but previously the canal
from Reading to Sheffield Bridge had been navigated and there was no apparent deterioration from
the condition as reported on at Whitsun 1957. In fact the Garston-Sheffield length was weed free.
I learn that since then Burghfield, Garston and Sheffield locks which are turf sided have been
cleaned of herbage and brushwood by the length man.
Sheffield Bridge and Look to Sulhampstead Lock.
Mostly a good river stretch and not very weedy, though quite a good stream is usually
running.
Sulhampstead Lock (Turf sided, rise 3ft. 6ins.).
Top gates are adequate for the small rise though balance beams detached. Bottom gates
have come adrift at the collars and fallen inwards and balance beams are missing. However, if
the collars were once again replaced I think that the lock would easily fill and prove usable.
Sulhampstead Lock to Tile Mill Lock.
For about one-third of a mile above the lock weed is very bad and the depth of water very
poor. This weed would require pulling out (not cutting) but would be quite easy. The paddles
of the lock should then be left open or partly so in order to keep water on the move all the
time. Above the lock cut is a deep and wide river section free from weed but the tail of Tile
Mill Lock is only 2ft. 6ins. deep.
Tile Mill Look (rise 5ft. Sins.).
All gates in poor condition but usable. Partly filled and emptied a short while before but
not allowed to use it on 28th September.
Tile Mill to Ufton.
Lock cut silted but still 2ft. 6ins. deep with little weed. A good river section to Ufton
Look Cut where a barrier of weeds just below the lock was easily got through.
Ufton Lock (rise tft.).
The man in the house by the lock told us that there was several feet of mud above the gates
and we would never open them. However, they opened easily and all boats got through the lock
easily. Bottom gates in poor condition but the small rise gives no concern.
Ufton to Towney Look.
A good clean section with a minimum of 3 feet depth till just below Towney Lock when an
impenetrable barrier of weeds blocks the canal. In fact a veritable jungle but fortunately no crocodiles were seen.
Towney Lock (Turf sided rise 8ft. 2ins.).
Only one paddle on the top gates would work and thus it was only possible to fill the lock
to within 2ft. The bottom gates whilst being in quite good shape would benefit if some of the
gaps between planks were stopped up. Top gates only fair. This lock could be made to work
with a very little repair.
Towney Look to Padworth.
A good clean pound 3ft. deep, but just below Padworth there is some weed and the balance
beam of Padworth Lock and other parts lies in the water obstructing navigation.
It would appear that if Burghfield. Sulhampstead and Towney Locks were made usable navigation would still be possible from the Thames to Padworth Lock. Given the will this could be
done at very little cost.
Padworth Look (Turf sided rise 4ft. loins.).
One bottom gate missing and water flowing over the top gates so that examination of
their condition was not possible.
Padworth to Aldermarston Lock.
Another pound with good depth and little weed. Aldermarston Bridge which is of wood is
fixed and there is no swing mechanism visible.
Aldermarston Lock (Rise 7ft.).
This lock is wired up across the mitre posts of the bottom gates so that use was not possible. All gates, howevcr, look good and there is little doubt that it would work efficiently.
Aldermarston to Woolhampton.
Average depth 2ft. till the river section is reached and then long and heavy weed makes
use of motors difficult. Fraude Swing Bridge is now fixed but Wickham Knights Swing Bridge
worked well when swung.
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Woolhampton Lock (Rise 8ft. turf sided).
This lock was wired across the mitre posts of the bottom gates and the paddles of these
gates were out of action. The lock, however, was full and it was possible to swing both top gates
though one was without a balance beam. It is believed that new gates were fitted at the top in
1950 so that the lock should work.

Woolhamptort to Heales Lock.
An excellent deep pound with no weed. Oxleaze swing bridge was being rebuilt as a swing
bridge.

Heales Lock (Turf sided rise 9ft. 2ins1).
Extensively reconstructed in 1952 and in first class condition. It works perfectly.

Heales Look to Midgham Lock.
This pound is good for a while but slowly deteriorates until below Midgham Lock weed is very
bad indeed and the depth very poor.

Midgham Look (Rise 6ft. tins.).
The mitre post of one bottom gate is cracked and it is therefore dangerous to use the lock
at present. All other gates are in reasonable shape.

Midgham to Colthrop Lock.
Weed for a while, but nearing the lock at Colthrop it is much better. Recent reports
have spoken of sewerage in this section of the canal Colthrop Swing Bridge was constructed
in 1952 and is thus in a good state.

Colthrop Lock (Rise 8ft. 9i ns.).
Top gates good and bottom gates fair. Balance beams broken on three gates. There would
appear to be no reason why the whole lock should not work.
From this point there has been no attempt to
locks and in fact much of the survey has
been from the bank.

Colthrop Look to Monkey Marsh.
A fine deep and weed free pound. A dredger is partly sunk by Thatcham Station and has
been there for some time. One would like to know just why it was allowed to sink and also why
no salvage has been done. Salvage on a canal is not difficult as a pound can be drained. Monkey
Marsh Swing Bridge was reconstructed in 1953 of steel and is obviously in excellent shape.

Monkey Marsh Lock (Turf sided rise 6ft.).
Bottom gates are quite new and top ones are quite good. However, the collar of one bottom gate has been allowed to come loose and the lock is thus not at present workable. Half an
hour's work should remedy this.

Monkey Marsh to Widthead.
This pound of one mile length is very obstructed with bamboos and boats passing in the
water could not be seen from the bank. Depth however is not yet too little for boats. Long Cut
Swing Bridge appears to be in workable order.

Widmead Look (Turf sided Rise 4ft.).
This lock was used in January 1956 when the petition to the Queen passed through but now
the top gates are in a bad state, so much so that a wooden palisade has been built across the
canal just above the lock. Just above the lock much good timber is lying in the water. Below
the lock the catwalk of the bottom gates is broken off and lying in the water. Bottom gates
look quite good though one balance beam is off.

Widmead to Bulls.
Swing Bridge by the palisade looks decrepit but appears to be of no use as a means of
crossing the canal. With persuasion it might open and swing. The short cut from the lock to
the river section is badly weeded and badly silted, though only a few years ago boats were using
this cut. The river section is of adequate depth but is weedy approaching G.W.R. Railway Bridge.

Bulls Lock (Rise 3ft, Bins.).
This lock has no paddle gear on the top gates, where the balance beams are broken and the
top of the heel posts are missing. The gates however are in a good state. The bottom gates are
usable. One member of this association has offered to have this lock repaired and made usable at
his own expense and a reputable firm of contractors has quoted £100 for the work. The B T.C.
however quote a figure of £1,000 and refuse to let the work be done. If the lock were usable it
would add a further length to that already available in the Newbury area.

Buns to Ham Mill.
About 3 feet of water on an average but weed bad. Bulls Lock Swing Bridge in good order
and Ham Marsh (road) Swing Bridge new and made of steel.

Ham Mill Lock (Turf sided rise 6ft.).
Still usable though silted in the lock. Bottom gates not too bad but one top gate only fair.
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Ham Mill to Greenhorn.
A river section good depth but weeded.
Greenham Lock (Turf sided rise 6ft. 3ina.).
Still usable, all gates quite good, silted in lock.
Greenham to Newbury.
In the cut depth not good but recent passage of craft is improving this. No weed till
river section reached.
Newbury Lock (Rise 5ft. lin.).
Works perfectly, almost new.
Conclusions.
This report is an attempt to present a fair assessment of the state of the canal. Obviously
everything cannot be looked at and there may be hidden snags. However on a reasonable assessment it would appear that much good still remains despite the apparent decay. One man on a
motor club rally who had to find lock 90 on the Kennet and Avon Canal remarked to me that the
lock was no good as it had a great hole in the gate with water pouring through. In fact the
paddle is slightly raised and nothing is amiss. One can see how the unversed think thinge are
hopeless.
At the present time navigation should be possible up to Padworth 10 miles from Reading
if Burghfield Lock was repaired, and Sulhampstead bottom gates were again secured by the collars,
and some weeds were removed.
There appears to be no constructive work by the present canal staff who are of course still
paid. I noticed that grass cutting still continues whilst lock beams and other timber lie in the
cut, collars on gates are undone, some paddle gear does not work and no grease is on any of the
paddled that do work. Much weed growth could be removed and thus stop further silting of the
canal and in some pounds where there is no natural flow of water a paddle left open would keep
things on the move and stop further silting and weed growth. There is, however, an exception to
this at the Reading end where some maintenance appears to have been done by one lengthman.
The banks are in good condition as motor craft have had no chance to erode them and with
a few minor exceptions the depth of water whilst not what it should be would be adequate for
light traffic whilst the mud was slowly moved.
With the best will in the world one cannot believe that much useful work has been done by
the canal staff during recent years, and some account of what they do do should be given. In
any case the failure to do minor things now is only making it more expensive to restore the canal
when the time comes to do so.
D. D. HUTCHINGS.
IN DAYS CONE BY

Floods in the past were far more serious than those of today. And even now they can mean loss
of life and huge damage to land and property. Yet until the railway was opened between Bristol and
London, only 121 years ago, the Thames carried most of the grain, coal and imports of the Kingdom
from Bristol, the second city of the British Isles and the largest port. A flood in the Thames Valley
could mean delays in waterborne traffic and serious shortages of food and fuel in London.
Apart from this damage, fishermen were hit by loss of tackle and millowners had to stop work so
that grain went unground.
As far as the river Thames is concerned the earliest recorded flood is that of A.D.9 — whilst in
A.D.48 the flood waters of the Thames extended through four counties and it is said that 10,000 people
were drowned. From then until the great flood of 1894, I have been able to find information, often
scanty, but official, on no less than 31 Thames Floods.
Here are some of the dates—years which our forefathers talked about with bated breath for many
winters afterwards. Look at the map and see howthe waters spread. Many Buckinghamshire towns who
have not thought of the dangers of high waters for 50 years, are mentioned.
1764. " Great distress prevailed among the bargemen as they had not been able to work for two
months by reason of the floods." This is part of a report from Abingdon dated February 11th, 1764.
1774. On March 12th there was a great flood, partly tidal. " At Chesham and Amersham a boat
could be rowed through the towns and the waterrose one foot above any previous flood," said one old
report.
1795. In this year of the terror of the French Revolution there was a heavy flood in mid-February
and it was written that " at High Wycombe inhabitants had to take to upper rooms." At Staines the
Southampton coach was upset passing through deep flood water.
1809. It would seem that most parts of the country were flooded that year for "Stony Stratford,
29th January, waggon and team overturned by the flood and drivar and nine horses drowned; so deep
was the 'brook' that no vestige was seen and it was six hours before the accident was discovered." In
the same flood, King George III had to remain at Windsor as the ford at Datchet was impassable and
Eton Bridge had been carried away upon the rising waters. In the same year—evidently a bad one—
there was further flooding, in April, and on the 26th of that month " The road through Slough was
flooded, and the King '.ad to go to London through Egham and Staines."
1823. A sudden flood in early November with the result "70 sheep drowned near Aylesbury."
1852. November 17th was named the " Duke of Wellington's flood " for on the occasion of his
funeral, the hearse and horses were upset in the flooded Bath Road at Maidenhead.
1875. November 10th-17th was another week of vcry severe flood. It is interesting to note the
exact dates of the last two floods, for the greatest Thames flood of all time—the one of 1894—reached
its terrible peak also on November 17th.
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London Bridge was a dam
It is not possible to give the exact cause of such fantastic floods. Obviously heavy rains are the
prime cause, but other subsidiary factors, or a combination of factors, play a large part. One of these
is the effect of phenominally high spring tides in the Thames estuary, and these in turn can be greatly
aggravated by the wind. A northerly or north-westerly gate off the coast of Scotland seems to mean higher
tides in the Thames estuary. In the past, lack of dredging, erection or weirs or fishery hedges, and absence of "river improvements" did not allow flood water to get away as fast as it does today.
A great obstacle set athwart the stream for six hundred and twenty two years, the historic old
London Bridge, was pulled down in 1831. This old bridge was very solid with extremely broad piers,
allowing only small arches between, so narrow in fact that only "wherries" or small "Peter Boats" could
pass through. By the 18th century the two centre arcoes had been combined to allow the passage of barges
but the total space allowed for the flow of water was so small compared with the mass of masonry that
the bridge almost acted as a dam and the force of water tearing tnrough the arches was so great that
it was used for turning water-wheels that pumped London's water supply.
It will be realised that the famous Bridge tended to hold up the flow of the river; after a period
of heavy rain it prevented the excess water from escaping quickly. On the other hand, old London Bridge
played a useful part in checking the flow of tides up-river and the rise and fall of the tide above the
bridge was increased by an appreciable amount when the old bridge was pulled down. This led in the
end to flooding Chelsea and the building of the different and famous London Embankments.
1894.—Eight inches, 26 days
In the case of the great flood of 1894, the whole cause was due to exceptionally heavy rainfall
during a limited period. The actual amount of rain that fell in the Thames Valley for the twenty-six
days preceding the peak period of the flood, November 17th, was almost one-third of the total rainfall
for the area, or in other words over eight inches of rain! The daily records for the period October
26th to November 20th, 1894, must be a source of joy to the statistician.
An indication of the immensity of the great flood is given by this brief list of locks and height
of the flood in 1894 (in each case at the head of the lock) above normal summer level.
Hambleden 5ft. 2ins. Hurley 3ft. 4ins. Temple 4ft. 9ins. Marlow 5ft. 9ins. Cookham 5ft. 10ins.
Boulter's 5ft. 3ins. Bray 8ft. 3ins. Boveney 6ft. 2ins. Romney 7ft. Sins. Old Windsor 8ft. Bell
Weir 7ft.
At Bourne End the flood was from six to eight inches higher than in 1852, and the following is an
extract of a report by Mr. E. Townsend: "We had 4ft. bins. of water in our dressing rooms and as near
as I can tell it was 3ft. bins. above the towing path on the opposite side of the river. It is the highest
flood known by anyone living about here. Traffic was stopped on the Marlow branch line owing to the
depth of water on the metals."
At Cookham the flood was 9ft. above any existing record at 4 a.m. on November 17th, whilst at
Boulter's Lock it appears that the flood reached its zenith at 2.15 a.m. on that day! At Eton, the playing
fields were submerged and rooms of masters's houses inundated: the boys rejoiced for they were given
ten days' holiday! As soon as the authorities decided to close the school there was a rush of students
to Windsor post office, to notify friends and relatives of the enforced holiday. The "cabbies" made the
most of this, and it is reported that they charged what they liked to take students and others to Windsor
station. Wood paving in the road at Eton was washed away, and The London and County Bank, that
had been built above flood level, in accordance with bye-laws, had 4ft. of water over the ground floor.
Her Majesty Queen Victoria, then 75 years old, showed much concern over the flood. Not only did she
head the subscription list to the relief fund, but put all the wagons, traps and water carts of the Royal
Estates at Windsor at the disposal of the relief committee. Furthermore she visited scenes of devastation
and witnessed the plight of her peoples: her gravest concern seemed to centre round adequate supplies of
fresh water for drinking purposes, which was the reason for allowing H.M. water carts to be put into
general service.
P. H. CHAPLIN.
The Editor, " Windlass."
THE BASINGSTOKE CANAL

Dear Sir,
I am rather dismayed by certain points made in the otherwise very interesting article in the September "Windlass." These are (1) " There is no possibility of commercial traffic above Woking " and (2)
" it is only the intrepid enthusiast who will want to navigate a cruiser through the 29 locks for
pleasure. . . . " This defeatist attitude is to be deplored. Having myself walked along other waterways looking for possibilities of commercial traffic on behalf of the Association I can only say it is
surprising what will sometimes offer and from where. Our motto should be " Never say die," especially
in print. Presumably the chief obstacle is the lack of water. Are the possibilities of improving the supply
(say, by pumping) being explored? Must Odiham remain the limit of navigation? Far from being depressed by a recent court action, which went against them, the Festiniog Railway Society is considering
the possibility of boring a new tunnel to take the place of the one which will be inundated by a pumped
(water) storage scheme. Are 29 locks so formidable? I can speak as one who has navigated the Worcester
and Birmingham Canal and returned to the Severn via Wolverhampton and Stourport.
Yours faithfully.
R. G. R. CALVERT.
Mr. Calvert's enthusiasm is admirable but it also indicates that the article in the "Windlass" incorrectly portrayed the state of the Basingstoke Canal by erring on the side of optimism. The 29 locks
are in fact formidable and decrepit, and bear no comparison at all to the 29 locks on the Worcester and
Birmingham Canal. He does not state the type of craft to be used for the marathon feat of Odiham and
back in a week, but even in the very smallest cruiser there will be no "chance to be lazy " — or to
sleep! Working locks can be pleasant when they are in good working order, but not when sodden tarpaulins dripping with duckweed have to be dragged from lock to lock. Restoration of the canal above
Woking for commercial traffic is quite out of the question and the New Basingstoke Canal Company has
not yet succeeded in restoring commercial traffic to Woking. The writer has made exploratory voyages on
the first few miles of canal, and is anxious to proceed further, but the pounds which have been dry all
summer are still dry, and the 7th lock is still blocked with mud. Mr. Calvert should navigate, or at
least inspect, this waterway before suggesting that the tone of the article was defeatist.
Yours truly,
ROY MACK.
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FROM THE EDITOR'S CABIN

The magazine " Boats and Boat Equipment " has
been greatly enlarged and at the same time turned into
C HANNEL EIGHT&LY 26m11$5
a quarterly periodical. The first of this new series has
sew E r Slocock 5 LElaysifedden
a special feature on the Norfolk Broads and contains a
2 F. LArites
6 A.E.0 Slocolls
message from our Association's Founder and Vice-President
3 H.Blagrovt 7 H w.latterss,1
4 R.H.Retly
stmi4W ii.Orenfill
Mr. Robert Aickman. Writing about magazines reminds
Cox Pi ki I t,P4ii
,.
me that the American paper " Life " gave an excellent
illustrated review, in a recent issue, of some well known
Americans enjoying a delightful canal holiday on " Maid.. One of the Blades of the Cross Channel
Mary-Sue."
Eight."
With regard to the trip on the Kennet and Avon,
reported elsewhere in this issue, ten canoes and light craft participated. Of these four got through
to Newbury in the day and congratulations to the crews who were first to arrive—four boys and
girls under 13 years of age! (and, incidentally, the only youngsters participating).
The Thames Conservancy has celebrated its centenary year by publishing an excellent little
book entitled " The Thames Conservancy 1857-1957." It is well illustrated and has a detailed
coloured map of the Thames catchment area. The Land Drainage Act of 1930 made the Thames
Conservancy a Catchment Board for no less than 3,854 square miles. The history of the "T.C."
is given in a most lucid manner together with all relevant information regarding navigation, finnance, administration and so on. There is an appendix with most useful statistics. Tribute is paid
to many well known personalities, with of course, especial reference to that very great sportsman
Lord Desborough, in the words of Lady Desborough " His best love was the Thames." Lord Desborough joined the board in 1896, was elected chairman in 1905 and remained so until his retirement in 1937. One of his sporting adventures was stroking an eight across the English Channel
(that being in 1885 as W. H. Grenfell). The accompanying illustration is one of the blades of
that "eight" which has been preserved.
Sir Reginald Kerr (General Manager of British Waterways) recently announced that 11
million pounds is to be spent on the Grand Union Canal. The greater part of the money, is,
apparently to be spent on bank protection then (in financial order) construction and enlargement
of locks at Brentford, followed by dredging and dredging equipment and finally sundry works
including weirs, widening under bridges and so on.
The new London Marina at Thames Ditton was opened on September 7th. As members know
this yacht basin was formed by uniting two disused filter beds (leased from the Metropolitan
Water Board) and connecting them to the Thames through the medium of a pair of "lock" gates.
On the Medway Messrs. Hire Cruisers (Maidstone) Ltd., of Tovil Bridge, have built a
diesel-engined hire cruiser and have more on the stocks.
The current issue of the Meccano Magazine features an excellent and well illustrated article
on the Crofton Pumping Station on the summit level of the Kennet & Avon Canal.
PETER H. CHAPLIN.
NEWS of the Trade

An efficiency run was organised to test The
Mallard 11 h.p outboard motor. The craft used was
a twelve foot Whittle Packboat. With a crew of
three a journey from Rushey Weir on the Thames,
to Coventry (via the Oxford Canal) was accomplished
in seven days. The little motor weighs but 251bs.
yet propelled the boat (weighing some 61 cwts. with
crew and equipment) at a speed of 5 to 6 m.p.h.
and with a petrol consumption of over 26 m.p.g.
Slight trouble with weeds was experienced on the
Oxford-Banbury section. The motor behaved perfectly during the 311 hours sailing time.
At the International Handicrafts and Do-ItYourself exhibition at Earls Court, there was a small
section devoted to boats. Messrs. Boat Services Ltd.,
of Chelsea had a representative range of craft.
Whilst Mr. F. A. James of Whitton, Twickenham,
showed a.' build-it-yourself " outboard runabout.

II

" Everybody seems to be building from
kits nowadays — wonder where he got
that one? "
(Reproduced by kind permission of the
Editor " Yachts and Yathting.')
" ',

Other recent boat shows have been the 23rd
Paris Show (Salon Nautique) and the International
Fisheries Exhibition at Lowestoft.
Calvert Craft's 19-foot cabin cruiser is becoming
very popular and the manufacturers state that they
have heavy -bookings for this little craft. Aspin's
will shortly be introducing a twin cylinder 12 h.p.
version of their excellent outboard (remote controls
available).
The Navigators' Insurance Co. have published
an interesting book entitled " The Navigators and
the Merchant Navy." It is written by none other
than Alan Villiers (Brown, son & Ferguson, 7/6).
The boat section of the Motor Show, is, as can
be expected becoming very small. However, the
Otter Mk. II Amphibious Caravan caused great interest amongst potential users of Inland Waterways.
The Gmach glass-fibre canoe offers many advantages to the canoeing enthusiast, but the price may
prove rather steep for youngsters (E36).

more power—greater economy
Prices from £32

.APR.*a, tot, youts4 Oft. . . .
STAND 168

NATIONAL BOAT SHOW
OLYMPIA . JANUARY 1 st-1 1th 1 958

or write for illustrated literature to:—
AUSTIN-BURRELL LTD . Abbey Park Road . Leicester . Phone: 21235

Is your craft insured ?
For your own peace of mind, and for the protection
of your capital, adequate insurance cover is more than
worth while. Why not talk to " The Navigators " about
a policy for your craft ? They specialise in the insurance
of motor-boats, yachts and all river craft, and are
renowned for prompt and generous settlement of claims.
Consult your broker or write for full details of policies to:

'""°,- THE NAVIGATORS & GENERAL INSURANCE CO., Ltd.
Bolton House, 15-16, Cullum Street, London, E.C.3.

"s?

Tel.: Mansion House 2121.
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THE ASPIN AIR COOLED
sTy-W
, OUTBOARD IS THE MOTOR
FOR INLAND WATERWAYS!
5.5 h.p. engine
(continuous rating)

ASPIN re-coil ezi-starter.

Air cooled.

Glass-fibre streamlined head.

2 stage silencing, underwater
exhaust.

Separate long-range petrol
tank with gauge.

Weedless propellor with
safety protector.

Easy accessibility for service
and maintenance.

Twist grip control.
Power unit suspended on 5
rubber mountings — no vibration transmitted to boat.

Forward neutral and
reverse gears.

An " Aspin " powered " Sandrobin "
cruiser. (By courtesy of Messrs Kenneth
Gibbs & Co. Ltd.)

IT'S BRITISH MADE ! ! !
and guaranteed for 12 months
Full particulars and illustrated literature free on
request from the manufacturers:—

F. M. AS

& Co. Ltd.
ELTON,

BURY, LANCASHIRE.
Telephone: 1554 5.
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CALVERT CRAFT

Illustration shows
"sweptback " version
fitted
with a lefta n d righthand blade
and Y cleat.

Two Berth Cruiser
This ideal craft for inland waterways
designed by Messrs. Frederick R. Parker
& Partner Ltd.
Overall length
14 feet 6 inches
Maximum Beam
5 feet 8 inches
Draught (unloaded)
6 inches
Cabin height
4 feet
Freight (unloaded and less engine)
6 cwts.
Hard Chine hull of Mahogany and Spruce.

Specially
suitable for
towing b e hind a boat.

Bulrushes, Reeds
Soft Stemmed Water-Weeds
are cut perfectly from land or a boat by

Price, less engine, E275
Complete kit for home fabrication £80

COYPU WATERSCYTH ES
Left-hand right-hand detachable blades.
Saw and crome head. Tubular steel
handles, 6ft. and l2ft. with folding joint.
Accessories.
All parts interchangeable.
Patent applied for.

Stuart Turner inboard engine can be supplied,
or one of several suitable outboards (with or
without remote controls)
Full details from the manufacturers :A.. CALVERT & SONS LTD.,
27, MARKET PLACE,
HEYWOOD, LANCS.

Illustrated Brochures from

C.G.A. LTD., Letchworth, Herts.
Made by

NORTH & KINSMAN
ROUGHAM, KING'S LYNN

MEA DH URST
LANDSCAPE AND ADVISORY SERVICE

SPECIALISTS IN THE DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION
A ND RENOVATION OF RIVERSIDE GARDENS.
QUOTATIONS GLADLY SUBMITTED WITHOUT
CHARGE OR OBLIGATION.
THE ADVISORY SERVICE CATERS ESPECIALLY
FOR THE " DO-IT-YOURSELF " ENTHUSIAST.
OUR TERMS ARE MOST REASONABLE—PLEASE
SEND FOR DETAILS.

T. HARRISON CHAPLIN LTD.
MEADHURST PARK NURSERY,
SUNBURY-ON-THAMES.

Unloading a cargo of loam for MEADHURST
PARK NURSERY.

— Established since 1907—
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DON'T BE A DRIFTER
Fill up whilst in motion with the .

.

TOMMY CAN
CAPACITY 93 PINTS SUFFICIENT FOR PETROL
AND OIL IF YOU HAVE A TWO-STROKE
ENGINE.
To fill up insert the nozzle into your tank and
depress the Dispenser. No need to undo the cap
again. No waste.

Price 25/- each
Post Free

From
MARJORIE CHAMP & CO. LTD.,
71, TANNER STREET, LONDON, S.E.1.

Tel. No. : HOP 1067
(Sole Agents to the Tommy Can Co. Ltd.)
Wholesale Inquiries Invited.

BOATS FOR HIRE
on RIVER KENNET and KENNET and
AVON CANAL
Dinghies, Skiffs, Canoes and Punts

CANAL CRUISERS, HOUSEBOATS
AND MOTOR LAUNCH

See England by inland waterway

Diesel Canal Boat for Freight,

this summer ! Send 5d. in stamps for a copy
of our illustrated brochure

Towing, or Party Outings.

describing our "narrow boat" holiday cruises
on Midland canals and rivers

Brochure 8d.—post free.

THE
INLAND WATERWAY CRUISING CO.
Braunston, Rugby, Warwickshire

JOHN GOULD (WATERWAYS) Ltd.
NEWBURY LOCK, NEWBURY.

Phone 1548

Tel: Braunston 325
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A new Cartop dinghy designed for Safe Sailing for the Family Man. Designed by
Alan H. Buchanan of Burnham-on-Crouch this little boat sets a new standard.
Safe enough for the Children but large enough to take Two Adults and a Child
for a thrilling day on the river. Also supplied as a Rowing/Outboard Dinghy.
Length: 9ft. 6in.; Beam: 4ft. 2in.: Sail area: 60 sq. ft. All plywood to Marine
specification BSS1088 AX100.
Why not send for our free list of Dinghies, Outboards, Trailers, Roof Racks,
Lighting and Charging sets, etc. Terms available, 1/5th Deposit.
THREESTOKES LIMITED

::

51a, VICTORIA PARK ROAD, LONDON, E.9

Telegrams: Threestokes, Hack, London

Telephone: AMHurst 4947
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